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Command- l ine job manager and scr ipt ing f ramework 
for  mul t i -s tage genomic ana lys is 



GATK-Queue manages the multiple time 
consuming steps to produce genomic data 

•  Given list of BAMs, chip data, intervals, etc 
•  Call SNPs on BAMs using intervals 
•  Call Indels 
•  Filter the SNPs at Indels 
•  Annotate SNPs 
•  Annotate Indels 
•  Calculate QC metrics 
•  Generate a summary report 
•  Instead of taking two weeks to run, have the 

results output by Monday 



Goal of GATK-Queue: Easy to define jobs and have 
them run on time to completion without user interaction 

✔ As easy as writing a shell script 
✔ Manages complexity of actually running 

jobs 
✔ Responds to transient errors 
✔ Resume from the point of failure 
•  Deliver results by a user defined ETA 
•  Portable scripts that collaborators can run 

on their own infrastructure 



Snapshot of SNP calling script defining the 
programs, inputs and output files 

Create instance of GATK 
command line program 

Set paths for 
inputs & outputs 

add() the program 
to Queue 



Snapshot of SNP calling script defining the 
programs, inputs and output files 



Queue implicitly knows job dependencies by 
mapping between job inputs and outputs 



Queue dispatches graph and monitors for success 
or retries failed jobs before running dependents 



With Queue managing logistics it can produce results faster 
by using various techniques such as Scatter/Gather 

Original multi-sample 
Unified Genotyper 

ETA: 10 Days 

Queue 20x parallel 
multi-sample 

Unified Genotyper 

ETA: 6 Hours 



Queue is ready for use today with a variety of 
features and a few things we’ll add in the future 
•  Separation of logistics from semantics 
•  Natively understands GATK tools with IDE support for command completion 
•  Supports arbitrary command line programs (see appendix for samtools 

example) 
•  Restart from the point of failure 
•  Wait and retry for transient issues 

–  LSF 
–  automount 
–  NFS file propagation 

•  Scripts can easily be modified and updated with the latest programs 
•  Check out and run portable Queue pipelines today 

–  Kiran’s pipeline 
–  1000G whole genome low pass pipeline 
–  Lots of other examples 

•  In the future: 
–  End-to-end pipelines with best practice for FASTQ-to-tearsheet 
–  GridEngine, EC2, etc. 



Getting Started Today 

•  GATK-Queue documentation for users and 
developers: 
http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsa/wiki/
index.php/GATK-Queue 

•  Help / support for all GATK tools: 
http://getsatisfaction.com/gsa 
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Appendix: samtools example 

Annotate input and 
output variables 

Format command 
line using variables 

Can be as simple as your program arguments 
or add more complexity if required. 

Automatically generated for GATK walkers. 


